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the ipc (international pipe code) module ensures that your piping and hose
lines comply with the exact ipc code. the measurement modules are a
valuable extension to the geometry module. the eplan measurement tools
allow you to accurately measure the dimensions of the pipe segments and
hose segments in the project’s geometry. this means you can calculate
exactly the volume of a pipe segment or hose segment. so you are
assured that your pipe or hose segments will not exceed the legal
maximum length. for any measuring task, eplan fluid’s measurement tools
include a number of different tools for the following tasks: measurement
with reference points, external surface, radii, internal diameters, minimum
diameter, maximum diameter, loop diameter, loop height, pressure heads,
pressure values, internal leakage, external leakage, hose diameter, and
hose length. pipes and hose lines are also an important aspect of any
process control system and automation network. eplan fluid offers a wide
range of tools for the modeling of these objects. the pipe and hose module
now includes many different pipe segments and hose segments. these
objects can be laid out directly in three dimensions. another important
addition to the toolbox for the piping and hose segment model is the
segment analysis module. this analysis module now includes the
calculation of the length of pipe segments and hose segments. eplan fluid
also offers the possibility to calculate the volume of pipe segments and
hose segments. a central requirement for all digital processes in industry
is a constant stream of consistent data. for that reason, several options
have been added to eplan fluid and eplan electric p8 that make it possible
to back up the data on the project’s design and engineering
documentation. this allows you to avoid information loss and data
consistency errors even after a project has been completed.
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as an integral component of the eplan electric p8 plant design software,
the eplan electric p8 documentation tool provides users with plant

documentation with a single click. the documentation of new products and
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plant components is an important tool for the maintenance of existing
plants. the documentation of electrical engineering of motor drives is an

area in which eplan p8 has always been especially well-received. the plant
design & engineering module of eplan electric p8 is the basis for your

business. as the only plant design software that is available for windows
and linux operating systems, the plant design & engineering module

integrates a wide range of plant applications from design to
documentation in one central product. eplan electric p8 provides a wide
range of pre-defined models, resulting in unprecedented productivity,
flexibility and ease of use for all users. eplan electric p8 adds to the

benefits of the cae4d product family with the choice of a library of pre-
defined models, including structural and hydraulic components, pumps,
valves, flanges, piping, hoses, gaskets, wire meshes, and many more
components. the digital infrastructure of the future is already here.

airports, ports, power stations, refineries and data centres are dominated
by the digital dimension. eplan can design, develop, simulate and optimise

your digital infrastructure in all areas of engineering. the city of
mannheim, the university of applied sciences, and the fraunhofer institute

for building physics, for example, use the eplan platform to design and
build intelligent buildings and to monitor their energy consumption.
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